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INTRODUCTION
Today’s headlines are ablaze with
privacy scandals and consumer demand
for transparency in data collection.
From Facebook to Amazon we aim
to bring down giants for perceived
intrusions on our autonomy. These
are powerful political concepts that
dominate the conversation around
today’s technological advancements and
our desire to apply morality to the digital
world.
Equally as powerful as these
headlines are the paradoxical returns
and conversion rates that retailers
are experiencing from data driven
personalized marketing content. Content
that is derived from data collection
unique to individual shoppers, i.e.
personal preferences and tastes.
Public opinion seems to contradict
consumer expectation. In this eBook, we
will unravel our perception of privacy,
our expectation of personalization, and
shine light on the middle ground we are
all looking for.
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THE EARLY INTERNET
AND THE ORIGINAL SECURITY
The concept of digital security is not a new phenomenon, but the concept of digital privacy is. This may
sound like semantics or even a redundancy of terminology, but there is an important distinction between
security and privacy in today’s digital world.
In the early days of the internet the public was concerned with viruses and the sporadic hacker who would
infiltrate a company website and steal credit card information. These concerns manifested themselves in
1986 in an Act of Congress called the “Computer Fraud and Abuse Act”. Although the internet or as it was
called then, ARPANET; had only been around for 3 years, our fear of loss of security had already reached
the highest echelons of government with demands to regulate and dictate protection.
In 1988 the “Morris Worm” hit the ARPANET crashing 10% of the worlds connected computers (60,000
total at the time). This validated our collective fears and has served as an early foundation from which an
out sized paranoia has grown. (Source: Washington Post)
By the year 2000 a multibillion-dollar cyber security industry had flourished,
creating household names like Norton Antivirus, McAfee and many others.
By 2003 more than ten million devices were connected to the internet,
and security was a top priority.
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THE RISE OF PRIVACY: INTERNET 2.0
In the late 2000’s, the internet completed another phase of evolution with the advent of social media.
Where once the internet was a place of anonymity and our concern was a faceless hacker infiltrating our
financial information, it became a place of individuality, the polar opposite of its original form.
It became a place where people asserted their uniqueness and broadcast it for the world to see. The
internet 2.0 had evolved in stark contrast to its original incarnation, our fear of loss of security over the
past 20 years having seemingly vanished, falling to deep seated vanity.
At first, the next generation internet was isolated to the
confines of your desk at home, your office or maybe the odd
coffee shop that offered free WiFi to patrons. This limited
access provided a barrier between our growing sense of self
and our ability to broadcast it, making our projections
more thoughtful.

2.38 billion people share personal
information on social media.
Source: Statista

Our methods of content sharing also exhibited a socio-economic barrier, as the method for documenting
our lives was mainly facilitated through expensive digital cameras. This was all about to change.
In 2007, the first iPhone hit the market, a device that was affordable to the masses, capable of creating and
capturing content instantly, and without the confinement of physical space. The world became our oyster.
The iPhone allowed you to document every aspect of your life in real-time. Social media quickly adapted,
releasing mobile web access and then native iOS and Android applications.
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND INDIVIDUALISM
Today, social media allows over 2.38 billion people around
the globe to build, portray and assert their individuality. It
reaffirms our need for recognition, which we now measure in
“Likes”, comments and the golden egg chance of going viral.
Internet 2.0 is seemingly a complete diversion from our
deep-seated fear of security, but that original fear was
only resting on the horizon. As the world has embraced
social media and celebrated our individualism through the
evolution of the internet experience, our fears have evolved,
manifesting themselves anew. Instead of calling it “security”,
we now call our fear of the internet “privacy”.
Privacy seems a counter-intuitive concept on today’s
internet. Over 1/3 of the population of the human race uses
social media to broadcast private moments in their lives, for
the purpose of sharing them with the world (Zephoria). This
behavior is the antonym of privacy and it is the dictionary
definition of an oxymoron, but only if taken at surface level.

The average person has 338 Facebook friends.
Source: Big Think

Human beings are capable of having personal relationships with no more than 150 people. Yuval Harari,
author of Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind, argues that humanity evolved social behavior for survival,
which relied on small intimate groups. The average person on Facebook today has 338 ”friends”, yet
we genetically evolved to only maintain 150 relationships at most. This means that 188 strangers are
connected to us each day and witness the most intimate elements of our lives by our own choice.
The very idea of this is at odds with our expectations for privacy.
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PERSONALIZATION IN ADVERTISING
To further compound this anomaly between
social media, individualism and our demand for
privacy, we can look to how people react to and
expect personalization from advertising content
and the businesses that we interact with.
If one thing is clear, it is our innate need to be
recognized as individuals, our need to have
our uniqueness celebrated, and ultimately a
demand to be catered to. This last piece is seen
in our expectations for personalized content
from businesses that is unique to each of us.
The evidence of this truth can be found in the
record-breaking conversion rates associated
with personalized targeted marketing efforts.
We can start with Amazon, one of the largest
online retailers in the world. Amazon’s success
can be attributed to any number of ingenious
business innovations, but one stands out from
the rest. Amazon provides shoppers with
personalized recommendations while on their
website. These recommendations advertise
products to shoppers based on their shopping
history and the history of shoppers that exhibit
similar purchasing behavior and product tastes.

79% of consumers say they are only likely to
use a brand’s promotions if the promotions are
tailored to previous transactions.
Source: rrdonnelly
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Amazingly, purchases made as a result of these personalized recommendations account for more than 35%
of Amazon’s annual revenue (McKinsey).
Personalized marketing content generates 3 times higher conversion rates than traditional saturation
marketing. By catering to shopper’s personal tastes and treating them as individuals, businesses are able
increase revenue and provide shoppers with a better experience.

THE CONSUMER ANGLE
What is good for businesses is not always what is good for consumers. In the case of personalized
marketing content, we may have found an exception to the rule. While we see far greater conversion rates
and increased revenue for businesses, what is that we are hearing from consumers in response?

Increasing personalization in more channels can increase overall consumer spending up to 500%.
Source: The E-Tailing Group

Several studies and surveys have been conducted on this topic, targeting consumers to better understand
their take on personalized content. Statistics like these seem to fly in the face of consumer privacy
demands. In reviewing consumer feedback, we have widened the gap even further in understanding this
contradiction. To close this gap, we need to examine the definition of personalization.
From a conventional perspective we will arrive at the wrong definition. The key to understanding how to
walk the tightrope over privacy and personalization is to understand the perspective of the consumer, and
ultimately recognize that privacy is not what consumers want or expect.
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DEFINITION: PERSONALIZATION
When reviewing statistics on personalized
marketing and consumer commentary, we need
to dig below the surface to really understand the
paradox. Digging below the surface provides a
good metaphor to explain the difference between
personalization and privacy. There appear to be
levels or layers of personalization, and digging too
deeply may strike the nerve of privacy.

42% of respondents get annoyed
when their digital content experience
Source: alistdaily
isn’t personalized.

Shoppers want you to know what they like in terms of product preferences and even for you to send
them ad content at a time that is most convenient to them. What shoppers fear is businesses getting too
personal. So what is too personal?
In a Harvard Business Review study, researchers found that shoppers deemed that information about
their sexual orientation, political beliefs, or sensitive personal topics made them uncomfortable (Harvard
Business Review). These types of personal data points are sometimes used by marketers to infer what
a shopper may want to purchase based on an assumed lifestyle or belief system. These data points are
indirectly linked to product advertising. While shoppers may have been more likely to make a purchase
based on any one of these inferences, it made them feel judged.
The data points we’ve shared thus far from marketing studies have used direct data points to provide
personalized content, i.e a shopper’s purchasing history. Shoppers and marketers have found that using
direct data points can have a very positive impact on a shopper’s experience and a business’s revenue.
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INDIRECT VS. DIRECT PERSONALIZATION
The definition of indirect versus direct personalization holds the key to
successfully providing shoppers with the personalized experience they want
without the invasion of privacy and security they fear.

Indirect
Inferences

Indirect personalization relies on learning and inferring things about shoppers.
A famous case of indirect marketing came from retail giant Target. Target
created an algorithm that tracked shopper purchase history and behavior.
The algorithm could infer when a shopper may have become pregnant based
on changes in their product purchases and behavior. The algorithm was so
successful that it was able to determine that a 16-year-old girl was pregnant
before she had a chance to tell her family. Target proceeded to send the young
woman coupons and discounts for baby related products. Needless to say, this
felt like an invasion of privacy and a misuse of shopper data.

Republican
Democrat
Christian
Jewish
LGBTQ
Pregnant

While the algorithm was correct, it left the public in a state of shock and fear
of what a retailer could do with their personal information. The algorithm had
invaded the privacy of a young woman, by taking a very personal experience
and displaying it for others to see.

Direct

Conversely, direct personalization differs in its lack of inferences. It delivers
content to shoppers that is directly related to their purchase. If a shopper buys
NIKE, they will receive NIKE content, if a shopper buys jeans they will receive
content on jeans. Direct personalization makes no assumptions about their
lifestyle, political views or religious beliefs, preserving a sense of privacy that
is the prime concern of Internet 2.0 while simultaneously providing a great
experience for the shopper.

Bought Nike
Bought Puma
Bought Diesel
Bought Sneakers
Bought Jeans
Bought Heels
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NOT PRIVACY, RESPONSIBILITY
Privacy doesn’t truly appear to be what people want.
We post personal information daily to social media. To be
clear, what bridges the gap in our understanding of this
topic is that people want businesses to act responsibly.
Privacy is a surface level explanation. What shoppers
truly want is both personalization and privacy, and expect
businesses to act responsibly with the data they capture.

Six in ten Americans (61%) have said
they would like to do more to protect
their privacy.
Source: Pew Research Center
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There are so many wonderous things that technology can do today, so many ways that it makes our lives easier.
We are at the very beginning of this technological awakening, with many new systems on the horizon. To keep
forward momentum, we need to listen to each other, we need to be clear with our expectations and respect
individuality. Responsibility will be the unifying concept that will allow us to embrace new technologies and
trust those that develop, implement and use them.
Responsibility in this new era will be a new currency between businesses, technology and people. A currency
that if we all agree to value, will help push the boundaries of technology and economic growth. Responsibility
will foster trust and trust will facilitate interaction and interaction will fuel growth and adoption.
With shoppers, the first step to personalization is trust. Trust is earned, not given. This is an important concept
not only in life, but in the way that we build relationships with shoppers. In the next section we will discuss
building personalized marketing strategies for shoppers through a process of trust and responsibility.

More than half of consumers (57%) are okay with providing personal information (on a website)
as long as it’s for their benefit and being used in responsible ways.
Source: Instapage
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THE BASICS OF PERSONALIZED MARKETING
A good way to start is by asking the following question: what do I need in order to provide a personalized
experience for my shoppers and how do I get it?
The answer to this question will tell us the minimum amount of information necessary to provide a personalized
experience for shoppers and an efficient way of implementing it.
There are 3 simple ingredients that a business will need in order to cultivate and provide a personalized experience
for its shoppers:

Shopper
Identity

Communication
Channel

We will need to be able to
individually identify shoppers
in order to personalize
content for them–after all,
everyone is unique.

Once a shopper has been
identified, we will need to be
able to communicate with
them. This is typically done
via email or SMS through a
mobile phone number.

Transaction Data
To personalize content, we
will need to know what each
shopper purchases when they
visit a store or shop online.
Without this, we won’t know
what the shopper likes to
purchase, and cannot directly
personalize content.

These 3 data points are the minimum amount of data we need to create a personalized experience for each
shopper. Transaction data alone will tell us what brands, styles, sizes, colors and activities a shopper likes.
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PERSONALIZED MARKETING:
IMPLEMENTATION
One of the easiest and largest value-added methods for capturing the
three necessary ingredients to build a personalized experience for your
shoppers is through a Point of Sale (POS) based loyalty program.
The loyalty program provides data capture for two of the three
ingredients. Shoppers identify themselves using their phone number
to participate in the loyalty program. The method of identification
(phone number) gives us a communication channel through which a
personalized experience can be delivered.
By running the loyalty program through the POS, businesses are
able to capture SKU level transaction data during each purchase and
append this data to the shopper’s loyalty profile. This completes the
circle and provides you with the three necessary ingredients
for personalization.
Not all POS based loyalty programs are created equal, and you will
need to review the motivation behind each option. Personalization is a
relatively new marketing concept and is just now going mainstream.
POS systems like Retail Pro have taken a progressive and proactive
approach in integrating marketing systems geared toward
personalization, allowing retailers to better understand their shoppers
and communicate on a one to one basis.

Jessica Smith
(555) 555-1234
j.smith@example.com

Meet Jessica Smith
• Shops every 40 days on average
• Spent $2,737 in past year
• Top 12% of shoppers by spend
• Average spend is $300
• 2.3 items on average

Recommended Promotion
Chew Toys

Favorite Brand
Blue Buffalo
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
POS based loyalty platforms provide a near perfect
ecosystem for businesses to create and grow a
personalized marketing strategy and experience for
shoppers, but there are rules of engagement to live by.
As we have discussed, there is a deep-seated history
of mistrust and fear when it comes to personal
information, whether it be rooted in security concerns
or privacy. To provide a system that works for the
business and the shoppers there must be a level of
transparency, compromise and most importantly,
a level of choice.
Choice is akin to personalization. Restricting a
shopper’s choice inherently strips them of their
individuality. Removing choice is like removing color
from the world–everything becomes black or white,
with no spectrum.
To start our understanding of choice, we will first
look at the word “requirements”. Requirements, by
definition, restrict choice. Some requirements may
alienate shoppers and prevent them from engaging
with a business. The trick to requirements is to select
those that are accepted by the largest portion of your
audience so as to alienate as few shoppers as possible.
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REQUIREMENTS:
EQUAL BARRIERS TO ENTRY
The benefits of personalization are far reaching, but to a business the benefits can be summed up
quickly: “Personalization equals increased revenue from shoppers”. If personalization increases revenue
from existing shoppers, then our first goal should be to enlist as many shoppers as possible into a
loyalty program. The more loyalty participants the greater number of shoppers to whom we can provide
personalized content. This is where choice first comes into play.
When implementing a loyalty program, the goal should
be to enroll the largest number of shoppers possible.
Given the ingrained fear of loss of security and privacy
that we have discussed, a business should ask for as little
information from a shopper as possible to get them started
and enrolled in the loyalty program.

15% of loyalty program members favor
loyalty program alerts, such as expiring
rewards, through an app.
Source: Codebroker

Taking our three necessary ingredients into account, identity, communication and transaction information,
we can create a very simple enrollment process.

+
Point of Sale

=
Loyalty

Customer Profile
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BARRIERS TO ENTRY,
NEUTRAL DATA POINTS
A phone number is what might be considered a neutral
data point. Shoppers are quite used to providing their
phone number at any number of big box retail stores,
making it a known and familiar experience. Due to
TCPA regulations, shoppers have been for the most
part protected from adverse effects of providing a
phone number to a business. Other major methods of
communication–in particular, email–have not been so
lucky in government protections, namely email.
For decades we have all been conditioned to expect junk
email or SPAM should we be daring enough to provide our
email addresses to sign up for anything, from the DMV to
a charity drive. We know that our email will be misused
if made public, making this method of identification and
communication a relative barrier to entry for shopper
participation if required.
Barriers to entry are any requirement that provides a
reason for a shopper to refuse participation. The objective
is to understand shopper psychology and their aversion
to providing more data than necessary to participate. The
use of a phone number provides shoppers with the easiest
and most trusted way of participating in a loyalty system
while simultaneously providing the business with two key
ingredients to personalization.
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BARRIERS TO ENTRY,
NEUTRAL DATA POINTS
Additional barriers to entry include requirements that
may not play on the innate fear of security or privacy, but
may represent an arduous or undesirable experience for
shoppers. These include methods like requiring the use
of a mobile application for participation. Or the use of a
plastic loyalty card that must be activated online through
a signup and registration process.
A larger barrier to entry that we see in the market
today are from programs that require the use of a
credit or debit card, a very personal and scary means of
participation for many people.

“[Starbucks] aims to boost its incentives by
offering customers what they want, based on
what Starbucks already knows about them.
With the personalized rewards program,
each customer will get unique Starbucks
offers via email and the Starbucks app,
taking Starbucks Rewards to the next level.”
Source: Techtimes

“They have a closed system where you
have to preload a card and link that card
to your Starbucks app to start a digital
relationship where you can then do mobile
order and pay. Those two things are really
only available to people who will preload a
card and effectively enter into a debit card
relationship with Starbucks. You can't pay
with your credit card directly.”

None of this is to say that programs of these types are
non-existent, but they do carry a significantly smaller
participation rate from shoppers. A nice example of
a company that recognizes these types of barriers is
Source: Businessinsider
Starbucks. Starbucks had a lengthy registration process
that included an app download and then a preload
process through a debit card. Recognizing the barrier,
Starbucks moved to open the process from an app requirement to the ability to simply use a rewards debit
card issued in partnership with Chase Bank. Unwinding this process and removing some barriers certainly
helped, but effectively still alienated those shoppers who did not wish to provide credit or debit card
information for participation.
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OVERCOMING SECURITY AND PRIVACY:
A CURRENCY IN TRUST
To alleviate fear, we ask only for the data that we need to create a personalized experience for shoppers.
It is up to the shopper what additional information they feel comfortable providing, choice gives shoppers
a sense of control which in turn quells concern over privacy. If they choose to provide a birth date we can
send them gifts, but that is at the shopper’s discretion to provide that level of information. Their home
address may allow the business to send personalized content to their home, but again that should be left
to personal choice.
A loyalty program allows a business to create a system that
requires only a few data points for participation, but also provides
the potential for additional information over time as trust builds.
Loyalty is a currency between retailer and shopper. This currency
can be used to obtain additional information from shoppers who
do not at first choose to provide it. As time passes and trust is built,
this currency can be used to incentivize shoppers for additional
data points that help to enhance the personalized experience. For
instance, a retailer may offer shoppers extra points toward future
rewards in exchange for their home address or birthday.
Businesses will often view loyalty as just providing discounts for
shoppers and consider it a loss leader. While traditionally loyalty is a
loss leader, with technological advancements like AppCard for Retail
Pro, this perception is changing. Using loyalty as a currency allows
retailers to receive something more tangible from shoppers: data,
which is used to gain additional revenue through personalization.
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APPCARD:

THE NEXT GENERATION IN LOYALTY
AppCard, a personalized marketing and CRM platform for brick and mortar retailers, uses smart data
capture and machine learning to analyze, target, and engage with customers. The technology empowers
businesses to deliver the right message, to the right customer, at the right time via text, email, and push
notifications. Retailers on the platform include grocers, quick serve restaurants, franchise systems,
health and nutrition shops, retail speciality stores, managed food services, and more.

AppCard is an Associate member of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance, a global ecosystem
of 400+ member companies that provide scalable, interoperable solutions that accelerate deployment
of intelligent devices and end-to-end analytics.

CONTACT
APPCARD

We’d love to hear from you! Get in touch today to find out more about how our
technology can help you target customers and increase loyalty program enrollment.
Chat online with an expert: www.appcard.com
Email: sales@appcard.com
Phone: (800) 388-8433 ext. 1
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